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Pooled nucleic acid amplification tests for severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 could increase availability of testing at decreased cost. However, the effect
of dilution on analytical sensitivity through sample pooling has not been well characterized. We tested 1,648
prospectively pooled specimens by using 3 nucleic acid
amplification tests for severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2: a laboratory-developed real-time reverse
transcription PCR targeting the envelope gene, and 2
commercially available Panther System assays targeting open reading frame 1ab. Positive percent agreement
(PPA) of pooled versus individual testing ranged from
71.7% to 82.6% for pools of 8 and from 82.9% to 100.0%
for pools of 4. We developed and validated an independent stochastic simulation model to estimate effects of
dilution on PPA and efficiency of a 2-stage pooled realtime reverse transcription PCR testing algorithm. PPA was
dependent on the proportion of tests with positive results,
cycle threshold distribution, and assay limit of detection.

T

he ability of clinical laboratories to meet the demand for severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) testing is critical for
reducing coronavirus disease (COVID-19)–related
illness, death, and economic impact. Pooled testing
has the potential to decrease resources required for
population-level screening and can provide valuable
data to inform public health policies (1,2). Several
previous experimental and modeling studies have
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demonstrated the feasibility of pooled SARS-CoV-2
nucleic acid amplification testing (NAAT), in pools of
<32 individual samples (3–9). However, the potential
increase in efficiency gained by pooled testing is offset by a theoretical dilution-related decrease in analytical sensitivity (8,10).
Despite this decrease in sensitivity, pooled testing of blood donors for transfusion-transmitted infections, such as those with HIV-1 and hepatitis C
virus, has proven to be safe and effective (11). This
efficacy varies depending on the performance characteristics of the assay, the prevalence of infection,
viral load kinetics, and pooling size, and strategy.
For agents with variable seasonal or geographic
prevalence, such as West Nile virus, many blood
banks use adaptive risk-based pooling strategies,
switching from pooled to individual testing when
there is an increase in regional prevalence (12).
Adapting a similar risk-based pooling strategy for
SARS-CoV-2 has the potential to enable more widespread testing of high-risk populations and asymptomatic critical infrastructure workers, guide aggressive contact-tracing measures, and help direct public
health interventions to where they are most needed.
However, there are limited prospective data on assay-specific performance characteristics of pooled
testing to guide implementation of such a strategy.
Furthermore, there is little evidence on parallel test
performance of different assays on pooled samples
to direct choice of method.
In this study, we aimed to evaluate the test performance characteristics of 1 laboratory-developed and
2 commercially available SARS-CoV-2 NAATs for
1,648 individual respiratory specimens prospectively
grouped in pools of 8 and 4. We used these data to
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validate a stochastic model to estimate optimal pool
size, efficiency, and expected positive percent agreement (PPA) of a 2-stage pooled testing algorithm that
takes into account prevalence, viral load distribution,
and assay analytical sensitivity.
Methods
Clinical Specimens

The Stanford Clinical Virology Laboratory receives
samples from tertiary-care academic hospitals and affiliated outpatient facilities in the San Francisco Bay
Area of California. Prospective pooling of consecutive
nasopharyngeal or oropharyngeal swab specimens
submitted for SARS-CoV-2 testing during the morning shift was conducted during June 10–19, 2020, for
evaluation of a pool size of 8 and during July 6–July 23,
2020, for evaluation of a pool size of 4. Samples submitted for testing were collected from symptomatic
and asymptomatic inpatients and outpatients, either
for clinical care or in the context of COVID-related
epidemiologic surveillance studies and drug trials at
our institution. As samples from persons enrolled in
these studies and trials were received daily in batches,
they were randomly evenly distributed among pools
on a daily basis. This distribution was conducted to
preserve the independence between samples in the
same pool; these samples had not been tested before
receipt in our laboratory and were otherwise treated
identically to nonresearch samples. Nonresearch
samples were otherwise assigned to pools consecutively. Additional laboratorywide data on proportion
of tests positive and cycle threshold (Ct) value distribution were obtained from all specimens (n = 74,162)
tested during March 1–June 24, 2020. This study was
conducted with Stanford institutional review board
approval (protocol no. 48973), and individual consent
was waived.
Pool Size Determination

In this study, an initial pool size of 8 was selected on
the basis of pilot experiments with pool sizes ranging
from 4 to 10 (B.A. Pinsky, unpub. data), and the logistical consideration that pooling in multiples of 4 would
be more efficient for the robotic liquid handlers in our
laboratory. After review of the test performance characteristics of 8-sample pooling in conjunction with
the results of an independent stochastic simulation
model, additional testing was performed to evaluate
a pool size of 4 to generate empiric data for further
model validation. Subset analyses of first tests versus
follow-up tests were conducted by retrospectively
assigning pools to 1 of the 2 groups on the basis of

the status of the positive sample(s) in that pool. Pools
containing positive samples belonging to both groups
were excluded from this analysis. To validate the performance of the model for additional pool sizes, an
external in silico dataset was obtained on the basis of
pool sizes of 3 and 5. The in silico analysis was performed according to US Food and Drug Administration recommendations (Appendix, https://wwwnc.
cdc.gov/EID/article/27/1/20-3379-App1.pdf) (13).
Sample Pooling, Extraction, and NAAT

Pools were constructed before nucleic acid extraction by combining 500 μL from each of the individual
samples. For a pool size of 8, this resulted in a total
volume of 4 mL and a dilution factor of 1:8. For a pool
size of 4, this resulted in a total volume of 2 mL and a
dilution factor of 1:4.
Subsequently, total nucleic acids were extracted
from 500 μL taken from each pool and each individual
specimen by using QIAsymphony and the QIAsymphony DSP Virus/Pathogen Midi Kit (QIAGEN,
https://www.qiagen.com) and eluted into 60 μL of
AVE buffer according to manufacturer’s instructions.
Real-time reverse transcription PCR (rRT-PCR) was
performed by using an emergency use authorization
laboratory-developed test (LDT) targeting the envelope gene with the Rotor-Gene Q Instrument (QIAGEN) as described (14–16), with pooled samples tested on the same run as component individual samples.
A Ct result of 40–45 was considered an indeterminate
result, which was adjudicated by repeat testing and
resulted as positive if reproducible with an acceptable
amplification curve. Specimens were only reported as
negative if the internal control human RNase P gene
was detected at a Ct<35.
On the same day as QIAsymphony extraction,
another 500 μL from each pool was transferred to
a Hologic Panther Specimen Lysis Tube (Hologic,
https://www.hologic.com) and tested by using the
Panther Fusion SARS-CoV-2 Assay (Hologic) and
Panther Aptima SARS-CoV-2 assay (Hologic) per the
manufacturer’s recommendations (17,18). In addition
to the manufacturer-set cutoff value, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis of pooled relative light unit (RLU) values, with individual test results as the reference method, was used to determine
the optimal RLU discrimination threshold. A focused
electronic medical record review was conducted for
all samples.
Statistical Analysis

ROC curve analysis was conducted by using R package pROC (19). PPA and negative percent agreement
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(NPA) were calculated by using individual testing
as the reference method and were reported with
exact (Clopper-Pearson) 95% CIs (20). PassingBablok regression was used to compare Ct values
of the individual LDT, pooled LDTs, and pooled
Panther Fusion assays. The 95% CIs of slope, intercept, and bias were calculated by using an ordinary nonparametric bootstrap resampling method
with default parameters in R package mcr. Paired
t-tests were used to compare the mean differences
between paired Ct values among different assays. A
Student t-test was used to compare the mean difference between internal control RNase P Ct values in
false-negative and true-negative pools. All comparisons were 2-sided with type I error set at 0.05. We
used the laboratory-wide Ct value distribution and
a separate limit of detection (LoD) experiment to
develop a stochastic simulation model to estimate
PPA and efficiency for a 2-stage pooled testing algorithm, which was subsequently validated by using the independent empiric pools of 8 and pools of
4 data, as well as in silico pools of 5 and pools of 3
data. We provide the methods used to develop this
model (Appendix).
Results
Assay Comparisons for Pools of 8

To evaluate a pool size of 8, a total of 112 pools from
896 samples were each tested on 3 different NAAT
platforms (Table 1). Two pools were invalid, 1 by the
Panther Fusion assay (0.9%), and 1 by the Panther
Aptima assay (0.9%), and were excluded from subsequent analysis. All 16 individual samples in these
2 pools showed negative results. The remaining 110
pools contained 880 individual samples. Four samples were tested in duplicate in 2 different pools and
showed identical results. Among the 880 individual
samples, 58 (6.6%) showed positive results and a median Ct value of 31.4 (interquartile range 22.1–35.5).
First-time diagnostic specimens had a higher median

Ct value than specimens that underwent follow-up
tests (Table 2). ROC curve analysis for the Panther
Aptima showed optimal cutoff values between 343
and 393 RLUs; a cutoff value of 350 was chosen as the
nearest round number (Panther Aptima-350) (Appendix Table 1, Figure 1).
Among the tested pools of 8, a total of 41.8%
(46/110) contained >1 positive sample. The positive
pools comprised 36 pools with 1 positive sample,
9 pools with 2 positive samples, and 1 pool with 4
positive samples (Table 3). There were 3 false-positive
pools, 1 on each platform, in which each of the individual samples showed negative results. The overall
PPA of pooled testing ranged from 71.7% to 82.6%,
and NPA ranged from 98.4% to 100.0% (Table 4).
The 14 pools containing positive first-time diagnostic
samples had higher PPAs than the 28 pools containing positive follow-up test samples in an LDT (Appendix Table 3).
There were 16 total pools for which >1 method
showed false-negative results. Except for the 1 pool
containing 4 positive specimens, which was not detected by Panther Aptima using the manufacturer’s
cutoff value (Panther Aptima-M), the remaining 15
false-negative pools each contained only 1 positive
specimen. For all missed pools, the Ct value of the
individual positive sample was >34 (median 36.6,
interquartile range 35.5–37.7) (Figure 1). Among individual positive specimens in the dataset for pools
of 8, a total of 22 (37.9%) had Ct values >34. A total of
13/22 (59.1%) were false negative for the LDT, 11/22
(50.0%) for the LDT Panther Fusion, 15/22 (68%) for
the LDT Panther Aptima-M, and 8/22 (36.4%)for the
LDT Panther Aptima-350. Each of these false-negative
samples was collected from known symptomatic or
convalescent-phase patients being monitored for viral clearance; none of these samples were initial diagnostic specimens. The pooled LDT RNase P internal
control Ct values were similar in false-negative (mean
23.5, 95% CI 22.7–24.3) and true-negative (mean 23.4,
95% CI 22.7–24.1; p = 0.7) pools.

Table 1. Performance of nucleic acid amplification tests for detection of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 in
prospectively pooled specimens, by testing platform*
Test name
Gene target(s)
Internal control
Method
Strategy
Reference
LDT
Envelope
RNase P
rRT-PCR
Pools of 8†, pools of 4†
(1,14–16)
Panther Fusion
ORF1ab
Reagent spike-in rRT-PCR
Pools of 8†, pools of 5†, pools of 3‡
(17)
Panther Aptima-M
ORF1ab
Reagent spike-in
TMA
Pools of 8 with manufacturer-set RLU cutoff†
(18)
Panther Aptima-350
ORF1ab
Reagent spike-in
TMA
Pools of 8 with RLU cutoff of >350†§
(18)
*Panther Aptima-M, Panther Aptima with manufacturer-set relative light unit cutoff value; Panther Aptima-350, Panther Aptima with relative light unit cutoff
value >350 considered positive. Both products were from Hologic (https://www.hologic.com). LDT, laboratory-developed test; ORF1ab, open reading
frame 1ab; rRT-PCR, real-time reverse transcription PCR; RLU, relative light unit; TMA, transcription-mediated amplification.
†Pooled testing strategy was assessed empirically at Stanford Clinical Virology Laboratory, with individual samples evaluated by LDT.
‡Pooled testing strategy assessed by in silico sensitivity analysis, with individual samples evaluated by Panther Fusion.
§Panther Aptima RLU cutoff of 350 selected based on receiver operating characteristic curve (Appendix Figure 1,
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/1/20-3379-App1.pdf).
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Table 2. Proportion of tests positive for severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 with median C t values in pooled testing and
laboratorywide clinical testing datasets, subset by testing indication*
No. positive samples/no. total samples (%)
Median Ct value (IQR)
Dataset
All
First
Follow-up
All
First
Follow-up
Pools of 8†
58/880 (6.6)
24/657 (3.7)
34/223 (15.2)
31.4 (22.1–35.5) 24.4 (18.4–33.1) 34.1 (29.0–36.8)
Pools of 4‡
38/768 (4.9)
28/491 (5.7)
10/277 (3.6)
29.3 (20.3–33.9) 27.5 (19.4–32.6) 32.2 (24.9–34.5)
Hologic§
10,000/52,272 (19.1)
NA
NA
26.2 (20.7–32.6)
NA
NA
Laboratory1,358/74,162 (1.8) 1,109/66,070 (1.7) 249/8,092 (3.1)
28.5 (23.0–34.3) 27.2 (22.2–32.4) 34.2 (29.0–37.4)
wide¶
March
555/8,896 (6.2)
489/8,557 (5.7)
66/339 (19.5)
26.7 (21.9–31.5) 26.4 (21.8–31.2) 28.6 (22.6–35.2)
April
518/22,671 (2.3)
404/21,167 (1.9) 114/1,504 (7.5)
30.6 (24.8–36.0) 28.8 (22.7–34.6) 35.4 (32.9–38.0)
May
172/21,833 (0.8)
136/19,505 (0.7)
36/2,328 (1.5)
27.5 (23.3–34.7) 26.1 (22.5–31.3) 35.4 (30.4–37.3)
June
113/20,762 (0.5)
80/16,841 (0.5)
33/3,921 (0.84)
28.2 (21.2–33.6) 27.4 (21.3–32.7) 30.6 (20.2–34.4)
*Ct, cycle threshold; IQR, interquartile range; NA, not available.
†Pools of 8 specimens were tested in our clinical laboratory during June 10–19, 2020.
‡Pools of 4 specimens were tested in our clinical laboratory during July 6–23, 2020.
§Hologic dataset comprises specimens tested clinically by Panther Fusion (https://www.hologic.com) during March 1–July 31, 2020 at 2 different external
sites. These data were used to perform in silico sensitivity analysis to evaluate pool sizes of 3 and 5.
¶Composed of clinical specimens obtained during March 1–June 24, 2020.

Linearity Studies for Pools of 8

For pools containing only 1 positive sample, the
pooled rRT-PCRs showed positive systematic bias
when compared with the individual LDT assay,
as shown by the Passing-Bablok regression intercept value being >0. Mean bias between pooled
and individual Ct values was 3.4 cycles (95% limits of agreement 1.2–5.6; p<0.001) by LDT and 4.0
cycles (95% limits of agreement 0.0–8.0; p<0.001) by
Panther Fusion (Figure 2). Panther Fusion showed
negative proportional bias when compared with
individual and pooled LDTs, as shown by PassingBablok regression slopes with 95% CIs that do not
contain 1. This result is additionally highlighted in
the Bland-Altman plots, which demonstrate that
at higher Ct values, Panther Fusion outperforms
the LDT.

Model Estimates

The modeled PPA estimate is sensitive to the input
parameters of proportion of positive tests, assay analytical sensitivity, and viral load distribution. The
analytical sensitivity of the assay is approximated
in this model by the Ct value corresponding to the
probability of detecting 95% of true-positive samples,
otherwise known as the 95% LoD. Specimens with Ct
beyond the LoD are assigned a decreasing probability
of detection on the basis of a probit regression curve,
the shape of which was determined in the initial validation of the LDT (Appendix Figure 5). The viral load
distribution of the tested population is approximated
in this model by the proportion of samples with Ct
greater than the LoD. This makes the model output
independent of the actual LoD Ct value itself, enabling
the model to be used across different rRT-PCRs.

Table 3. Results of 8-sample pooled testing, by testing platform and number of positive specimens per pool (n = 110) for detection of
severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2*
Pooled testing
Individual testing
Row number and
Panther
Panther
Panther
Positive,
Total counts
LDT
Fusion
Aptima-M Aptima-350
(no. 1 PP, no. >1 PP)
Negative
Total no. pools
1
+
+
+
+
30 (21, 9)
0
30
2
+
+
–
+
2 (1, 1)
0
2
3
+
+
–
–
0 (0, 0)
0
0
4
+
–
+
+
0 (0, 0)
0
0
5
+
–
–
+
0 (0, 0)
0
0
6
+
–
–
–
1 (1, 0)
1†
2
7
–
+
+
+
2 (2, 0)
0
2
8
–
+
–
+
1 (1, 0)
0
1
9
–
+
–
–
0 (0, 0)
1‡
1
10
–
–
+
+
2 (2, 0)
0
2
11
–
–
–
+
1 (1, 0)
1§
2
12
–
–
–
–
7 (7, 0)
61
68
No. positive pools
34
36
34
39
46 (36, 10)
–
–
No. negative pools
76
74
76
71
–
64
–
Total no. pools
110
110
110
110
–
–
110
*Panther Aptima with manufacturer-set relative light unit cutoff. Panther Aptima-350, Panther Aptima with relative light unit cutoff value >350 was
considered positive; Ct, cycle threshold; LDT, laboratory-developed test; Pos, positive; RLU, relative light unit; 1 PP, 1 positive specimen in pool; >1 PP,
>2 positive specimens in pool; –, negative; +, positive.
†False-positive LDT Ct value was 37.5.
‡False-positive Panther Fusion Ct value was 38.8.
§False-positive Panther Aptima-350 RLU value was 434.
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Table 4. Performance characteristics and efficiency of 8-sample and 4-sample pooled testing, by testing platform (n = 302), for
detection of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 in prospectively pooled specimens*
Average test
Testing platform
Pool size
PPA, % (95% CI)
NPA,% (95% CI)
Pools positive, %
run/sample
LDT
8
71.7 (56.5–84.0)
98.4 (91.5–100.0)
30.9
0.434
Panther Fusion
8
76.1 (61.2–87.4)
98.4 (91.5–100.0)
32.7
0.452
Panther Aptima-M
8
73.9 (58.9–85.7)
100.0 (94.3–100.0)
30.9
0.434
Panther Aptima-350
8
82.6 (68.6–92.2)
98.4 (91.5–100.0)
34.5
0.470
LDT
4
94.3 (80.8–99.3)†
100 (97.7–100.0)
17.2
0.422
Panther Fusion‡
4
100.0 (85.8–100.0)
100 (96.7–100.0)
17.6
0.426
Panther Aptima-M
4
82.9 (66.2–93.4)†
100 (97.7–100.0)
15.1
0.401
Panther Aptima-350
4
88.6 (73.3–96.8)†
100 (97.7–100.0)
16.2
0.411

*Panther Aptima-M, Panther Aptima with manufacturer-set RLU cutoff value. Panther Aptima-350, Panther Aptima with RLU cutoff value >350 was
considered positive. Both products from Hologic (https://www.hologic.com). LDT, laboratory-developed test; NPA, negative percent agreement; PPA,
positive percent agreement; RLU, relative light unit.
†Restricting the performance characteristics comparison to only the 136 pools tested by Panther Fusion resulted in a PPA as follows: LDT 100% (95% CI
85.8%–100.0%), Aptima-M 91.7% (95% CI 73.0%–99.0%), and Aptima-350 95.8% (95% CI 78.9%–99.9%).
‡A total of 56 of the 192 pools tested on the other platforms were not tested by Panther Fusion.

If the assay analytical sensitivity is kept constant,
but the tested population changes such that a greater
proportion have a Ct value beyond the 95% LoD, PPA
decreases (Figure 3, panel A). Conversely, if the patient population is kept constant, but assay analytical
sensitivity increases (i.e., from lower Ct LoD to higher
Ct LoD), PPA increases (Figure 4, panel A). However,
if assay analytical sensitivity changes and the tested
population shifts accordingly such that it retains the
same proportion Ct >LoD, then the PPA stays constant (Appendix Figure 6). In contrast, the average expected tests per sample is almost entirely determined
by pool size and prevalence, whereas analytical sensitivity (LoD Ct) and the underlying Ct distribution
minimally affect efficiency because of small absolute
numbers of false-positive pools (Figure 3, panel B;
Figure 4, panel B). To achieve a 5% absolute difference in efficiency with an increase in LoD Ct from 32
to 40, a prevalence of 25% would be required.
Both PPA and tests per sample are highly dependent on pool size and prevalence of infection. As

prevalence increases, PPA can counterintuitively increase with larger pool sizes because there is a greater
likelihood of having more than 1 positive sample in a
given pool, which would be expected to increase PPA.
Similarly, test efficiency can decrease with larger pool
sizes because the likelihood of deconvoluting a positive pool increases. Estimated PPA and average tests
per sample for inputs of percentage of positive tests
0.1%–15.0% and proportion of samples with Ct value
above the LoD ranging from 5% to 30% are available
(Appendix Table 4).
Model Sensitivity Analyses and Validation

One-way deterministic and probabilistic sensitivity
analyses incorporating uncertainty in the underlying
model assumptions of dilutional effect and probit regression shape demonstrate a moderate (±2% to ±7%)
effect on PPA, which is more pronounced with larger
pool sizes and proportion of Ct values above the
LoD (Appendix Figure 7). In contrast, these parameters have a much smaller effect on testing efficiency

Figure 1. Performance of
nucleic acid amplification
tests for detection of severe
acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 in prospectively
pooled specimens. For a pool
size of 8, paired individual
and pooled Ct values for
each individually positive
sample (n = 58), in order of
increasing individual Ct value.
A) Pools comprising only 1
positive sample/pool. B) Pools
comprising >2 positive samples/
pool. The gray lines span the
range of Ct values associated
with a given pool. Rows without
gray lines indicate individually
positive samples belonging to pools that were negative by both real-time reverse transcription PCR methods. Panther Fusion is from
Hologic (https://www.hologic.com). Ct, cycle threshold; LDT, laboratory-developed test.
96
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(Appendix Figure 8). The 95% CIs for the empirically
determined and modeled PPAs overlapped for most
of the evaluated empiric datasets, although these values overestimated PPA for the LDT follow-up tests
only subset (Figure 5). For the in silico validation data,
the modeled PPA was similar for pool sizes of 5 and 3,
despite in silico data analysis predicting a higher PPA
for pools of 3. Modeled testing efficiency was actually

slightly higher for pools of 3 than pools of 5, which
was probably caused by the high prevalence of 19.1%
in this dataset (Appendix Table 3).
Discussion
In this study, >1,600 samples were tested in pool sizes
of 8 and 4 by using 3 different SARS-CoV-2 platforms,
and pooled testing showed decreased PPA relative to
Figure 2. Performance of
nucleic acid amplification tests
for detection of severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus
2 in prospectively pooled
specimens. Passing-Bablok
regression and Bland-Altman
plots for pools of 8 containing only
1 positive sample, tested by A and
B) pooled LDT versus individual
LDT (n = 23) (A, B); pooled
Panther Fusion versus individual
LDT (n = 25) (C, D); and pooled
Panther Fusion versus pooled
LDT (n = 32) (E, F). For the
Passing-Bablok regression
plots (A, C, and E), the solid line
indicates the line of regression.
95% CIs are shaded in gray. The
dashed line indicates the line of
identity. The slope and intercept
of the regression line are reported
with 95% CIs in parentheses. For
the Bland-Altman plots (B, D, and
F), the solid line represents the
mean difference in Ct value. 95%
limits of agreement are shaded
in gray. Panther Fusion is from
Hologic (https://www.hologic.
com). Ct, cycle threshold; LDT,
laboratory-developed test; LOA,
limits of agreement.
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Figure 3. Performance of
nucleic acid amplification
tests for detection of severe
acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 in prospectively
pooled specimens.
Model-estimated PPA and
testing efficiency, by pool size,
proportion of tests positive,
and proportion of samples
with Ct above the 95% LoD.
For these estimates, LoD
has been held constant at
the experimentally-derived
Ct of 35.9, although results
are independent of specific
LoD value. A) Expected
PPA between pooled and
individual testing at pool sizes
of 1–20. PPA decreases with
decreasing proportion of test
results positive (indicated by
colored lines in each plot),
and with increasing proportion
of samples with Ct values
beyond the 95% LoD (each
panel). At >5% test positivity,
expected PPA starts to
increase at larger pool sizes
because there is a greater
likelihood of 2 positive samples
being in the same pool. The
baseline PPA (pool size of
1) reflects the likelihood of
obtaining the same individual
result with repeat (nonpooled)
testing. B) Estimated average
tests per sample that would
be performed at each pool
size, with a lower number
of average tests per sample
corresponding to higher testing
efficiency. Efficiency increases
with decreasing proportion
of test results positive, and slightly increases with increasing samples with Ct above the LoD. Each missed pool results in fewer
deconvolutions, and thus fewer total tests performed. Ct, cycle threshold; LoD, limit of detection; PPA, positive percent agreement.

individual samples. False-negative results occurred
exclusively in pools containing samples with low estimated viral load (Ct >34). Overlapping CIS in PPA
and NPA at each pool size suggest that the lower test
performance is inherent to the pooling process itself,
rather than the assay. Although Panther Fusion Ct values were on average higher than those of the LDT, the
negative proportional bias suggests that at low estimated viral loads (Ct >36), the Panther Fusion outperformed the LDT. This finding might be caused by the
different targets of amplification (envelope gene versus open reading frame 1ab) or PCR efficiency. These
subtle differences between the 2 assays highlight the
98

method-dependent nature of test performance, a variable that cannot be anticipated, and therefore is not
explicitly accounted for in most statistical models
of pooled testing. Thus, method comparison studies
should be performed before large-scale implementation of any pooled testing strategies, especially those
that use different platforms for the pooled and individual stages of testing.
The findings of our study contrast with those
of a recent study=, which concluded that pooling in
groups of 8 did not compromise test performance (5).
This finding might be explained by differences in patient population, higher proportion of positive pools
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Figure 4. Performance of nucleic
acid amplification tests for detection
of severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 in prospectively pooled
specimens. Model-estimated PPA
and testing efficiency, by pool size,
proportion of tests positive, and assay
analytical sensitivity as approximated
by the Ct corresponding to the
95% LoD. For these estimates, the
population viral load distribution has
been held constant at 15% of samples
with Ct values >35. A) Expected PPA
between pooled and individual testing
at pool sizes of 1–20. PPA decreases
with decreasing proportion of tests
positive (indicated by colored lines
in each plot) and increases with
increased analytical sensitivity (each
panel). This result occurs because the
proportion of individual samples with
a Ct value above each LoD decreases
as the Ct LoD increases. B) Estimated
average tests per sample that would
be performed at each pool size, with
a lower number of average tests per
sample corresponding to higher testing
efficiency. Efficiency increases with
decreasing proportion of test results
positive, and slightly decreases with
increased analytical sensitivity because
more pools detected results in an
increased number of individual tests
performed at the deconvolution step. Ct,
cycle threshold; LoD, limit of detection;
PPA, positive percent agreement.
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and rRT-PCR result interpretation. Another recent
study of artificially constructed pools reported no major decrease in sensitivity in pools of <32 samples (3).
This finding is probably explained by the relatively
low starting Ct values of individual positive samples

in this study; none exceeded a Ct of 30. However, this
study and other experimental studies have shown
empirical increases in pooled Ct values directly proportional to dilution factor, a relationship that was
also observed in our study (3,4,9).

Figure 5. Performance of nucleic acid amplification tests for detection of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 in
prospectively pooled specimens. Empiric and modeled estimates of positive percent agreement (PPA) with 95% CIs for each pool
size, testing platform, and sample type (all versus first initial diagnostic versus follow-up). Black circles indicate empiric PPA point
estimates, and colored horizontal bars indicate 95% CI. The 95% CI for the in silico data are too narrow to be visible in this plot.
Gray boxplots indicate the modeled estimate of PPA, vertical black lines indicate the modeled PPA point estimate, and gray box
indicates the 95% CI of the probabilistic sensitivity analysis. No modeled estimates are available for Panther Aptima because this
is a transcription-mediated amplification assay, and the model is based on dilutional effects inherent to real-time PCR only. The
empiric 95% CIs contain the modeled PPA point estimates for all conditions except for pools of 8 follow-up tests only and the in
silico data. Data used to generate this figure are provided in Appendix Table 3 (https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/1/20-3379App1.pdf). Panther Fusion and Panther Aptima are from Hologic (https://www.hologic.com). LDT, laboratory-developed test; PSA,
probabilistic sensitivity analysis.
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These differences highlight the effect of viral load
distribution and assay analytical sensitivity on pooled
test performance, both of which should be taken into
account when choosing pool size and diagnostic assay. Although samples with Ct values >33 have not
been reported to produce cultivable virus in convalescent phase COVID-19 patients (21), >15% of first-time
diagnostic specimens in our laboratory were detected
at a Ct >35. A similar proportion of weakly positive
samples that had high Ct values at a public health department virology laboratory in New York has been
described (S.B. Griesemer, unpub. data). Assays with
lower analytical sensitivity may miss specimens with
late Ct values, for which the potential associated burden of onward transmission is currently unclear.
The stochastic model in this study demonstrated
that expected PPA between pooled and individual
rRT-PCRs was highly dependent on assay analytical sensitivity (represented by 95% LoD), viral load
distribution of test-positive patients (represented by
proportion Ct >LoD), pool size, and disease prevalence (represented by proportion of tests positive).
The model outputs were not always intuitive; larger
pool sizes were not always less sensitive or more efficient. With increased prevalence, larger pool sizes
were more sensitive because they were more likely
to contain >1 positive sample/pool. They were also
less efficient because a larger proportion were positive and required deconvolution.
The model output was largely independent of
the actual LoD and viral load-to-Ct value relationship of a given assay, making it generalizable across
different rRT-PCRs. The only input parameters it
requires are the proportion of positive test results
and the proportion of samples with Ct >LoD, both
of which should be readily available to any laboratories conducting clinical testing. Future studies on the
sensitivity of pooled testing strategies should report
these parameters.
Previous models of pooled testing strategies for
SARS-CoV-2 have primarily examined the effect of
pool size and prevalence on testing efficiency but
have not addressed the expected decrement in assay
sensitivity that accompanies a putative increase in
efficiency (6,22). Those studies that have examined
sensitivity did not explicitly model the effect of variable viral load distribution of test-positive patients,
a parameter that can vary based on the underlying
patient population (asymptomatic versus symptomatic and severe versus nonsevere), purpose of testing
(diagnostic versus follow-up), and specimen type
(8,23–27). In addition, previous modeling studies
and in silico analyses have mostly used the Ct cutoff

value of the assay, assuming 100% detection below
the cutoff value, and 0% detection above it. In contrast, our model incorporates the probabilistic nature of detection at and above the LoD, which better
approximates reality.
Our approach is limited by the generalizability
of the probit regression shape and the equation estimating dilutional effect, as demonstrated by the
variability seen on probabilistic and deterministic
sensitivity analysis. Furthermore, the model assumes that the PCR is 100% efficient and that it is
devoid of any proportional bias between individual
and pooled tests. In addition, the model might underestimate PPA and efficiency of pooled testing if
samples in each pool are not independent; placing
samples with higher pretest probability in the same
pool would decrease the total number of positive
pools and increase the likelihood of detection. This
feature could be leveraged by pooling specimens
from persons in the same household or social distancing pod, such as coworkers on the same shift or
students sharing a classroom. These factors, among
others, might be the reasons for which the probabilistic sensitivity analysis CIs often did not contain
the empiric point estimate in our validation data.
These unaccounted-for factors might limit the ability of the model to provide a reliable point estimate.
The strengths of our study include its relatively
large sample size, prospective rather than experimental construction of pools, and assessment of 2 different
pool sizes. It also compared 3 different SARS-CoV-2
assays, 2 of which are commercially available on
highly automated platforms suitable for large-scale
testing. Our study was limited by its assessment of
only a 2-stage pooling strategy. An additional limitation includes selection bias because the proportion
of positive test results in the study specimens was
higher because of the inclusion of follow-up samples
from known COVID-19 patients enrolled in clinical
research studies. Finally, test performance might vary
depending on specimen collection medium, which
we did not assess in this study (S.B. Griesemer, unpub. data).
In conclusion, a 2-stage pooled testing strategy
for detection of SARS-CoV-2 by nucleic acid amplification is feasible and has the potential to strongly increase testing capacity. However, increased pool size
and efficiency can compromise PPA. More studies
examining early viral load kinetics and infectiousness
are needed to fully evaluate the risks versus benefits of
pooled testing. We provide a model to predict optimal
pool size and associated expected PPA based on limit
of detection, Ct value distribution, and proportion
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of positive test results. If this model can be externally
validated, it might be useful in guiding SARS-CoV-2
pooled testing in other laboratories and as part of an
adaptive risk-based strategy.
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Performance of Nucleic Acid Amplification
Tests for Detection of Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 in
Prospectively Pooled Specimens
Appendix
Assay Comparisons for Pools of 4

To evaluate a pool size of 4, a total of 192 pools from 768 unique samples were tested on 3
different NAAT platforms (Table 1). Because of unforeseen logistical considerations, 56 of the 192
pools were tested only by laboratory-developed test (LDT) and Panther Aptima, but not tested by
Panther Fusion. The remaining 136 pools were tested by all 3 methods. Among the 768 individual
samples, 38 (4.9%) were positive, with a median cycle threshold (Ct) value of 29.3 (95% CI 20.3–
33.9). First-time diagnostic samples had higher median Ct values than follow-up tests (Table 2).
Among the tested pools of 4, 18.2% (35/192) contained >1 positive sample. The positive pools
were comprised of 32 pools with 1 positive sample, and 3 pools with 2 positive samples (Appendix
Table 2). There were no false-positive pools. The overall positive percent agreement (PPA) of pooled
testing ranged from 82.9% to 100% (Table 3). The 26 pools containing positive first-time diagnostic
samples had higher PPA than the 9 pools containing positive follow-up tests by LDT (Appendix Table
3).
There were 6 total pools for which >1 method was falsely negative, all of which contained only
1 positive specimen. Each of these 6 specimens had an individual Ct value >34 cycles (median 36.4,
interquartile range 34.6–37.5). Among individual positive specimens in the pools of 4 dataset, 10
(26.3%) had a Ct>34. For the LDT, Panther Fusion, Panther Aptima-M, and Panther Aptima-350, 2/10
(20.0%), 0/6 (0.0%, 4 samples were not subjected to pooled testing), 6/10 (60.0%), and 4/10 (40.0%),
respectively, were false negative. Four samples were first-time diagnostic specimens from persons who
were either symptomatic or had suspected exposures; the other 2 were follow-up tests in persons with a
previous diagnosis of COVID-19.
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Linearity Studies for Pools of 4

For pools containing only 1 positive sample, the pooled Panther Fusion assay showed positive
systematic bias when compared with the individual LDT assay, as shown by the Passing-Bablok
regression intercept value being >0. By LDT, pools resulted an average of 2.2 cycles (95% limits of
agreement 0.6–3.9; p<0.001) later than the individual positive samples (Appendix Figure 3, panels A,
B). By Panther Fusion, pools resulted an average of 3.1 cycles (0.8–5.3; p<0.001) later than the
individual positive samples (Appendix Figure 3, panels C, D). Pools resulted an average of 0.73 cycles
(−1.06 to 2.53; p<0.001) later on Panther Fusion when compared with the LDT (Appendix Figure 3,
panels E, F). There was minimal proportional bias among the 3 assays, although the 95% CIs for the
Passing-Bablok regression slope for individual LDT versus pooled LDT and for pooled LDT versus
pooled Panther Fusion do not contain 1. This finding indicates slight positive and negative proportional
biases, respectively. The proportional bias is additionally highlighted in the Bland-Altman plots, which
demonstrate that at higher Ct values, Panther Fusion outperforms the LDT.
External In Silico Validation Data

Data from an in silico sensitivity analysis for the Panther Fusion assay was obtained (Hologic
Inc.) to validate our model. The data includes 52,272 tests for severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) performed during March–July 2020 at 2 external sites with an average
prevalence of 19.1% (Table 2), and 13.0% of positive specimens with a Ct above that corresponding to
the limit of detection of 35.6. The in silico sensitivity analysis was performed according to US Food
and Drug Administration recommendations by first determining the expected shift in Ct values using
the Passing-Bablok regression equation generated through verification testing (1). The expected PPA
was calculated by dividing the number of specimens with a shifted Ct value beyond the cutoff of the
assay by the total number of specimens tested. Pool sizes of 5 and 3 were evaluated in this manner,
with expected PPA of 95.0% (94.7–95.2) and 99.9% (99.9–99.9), respectively (Appendix Table 3).
Modeling

We developed a stochastic simulation model to estimate PPA and efficiency for a 2-stage
pooled testing algorithm, which was based on characteristics of the underlying assay and patient
population. To study the effect on PPA and efficiency, we varied the proportion of positive tests (s:
0.1%, 1.0%, 3.0%, 5.0%, 10.0%, 15.0%), the 95% assay limit of detection Ct value (LoD; l: Ct
corresponding to 95% detection: 32–40), the percentage of individual amplified Ct values above the
LoD (x: 5.0%, 10.0%, 15.0%, 20.0%, 25.0%, 30.0%), and pool size (p: 1–20).
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We fit the Ct values of samples positive for SARS-CoV-2 by real-time reverse transcription
PCR (n = 804) received from an independent set of unique patients undergoing testing for SARS-CoV2 during March 1–June 24, 2020 (n = 66,070) to candidate continuous probability distributions, and
selected the best-fitting distribution based on the Bayesian information criterion and KolmogorovSmirnov statistic (0.0436). Because of slight negative skewness, a Weibull distribution best fit these
data with shape and scale parameters of 4.55 and 29.86 (Appendix Figure 4). We then generated a set
of random Ct values by sampling 50,000 times from this distribution. To study differing scenarios in
which a variable proportion of samples had viral loads below the LoD, we generated additional sets of
50,000 Ct values with 5%–30% of values above each LoD. For the base case, the expected Ct value of
the pool was calculated by using the following equation: Ctpoolexpected = –log2((∑2-Ctsingle)/poolsize). To
model the probabilistic nature of detecting RNA at a given calculated pooled Ct value, we first fit a
probit regression model by using binary detection from an independent LoD experiment (100, 200,
500, 1,000, 2,000, 2,500, 5,000, and 10,000 copies/mL in replicates of 5–20). This experiment’s LoD
and confidence interval (685 copies/mL [95% CI 484–1,074], Ct 35.9 [35.3–36.5]) were incorporated
into the base case and sensitivity analyses.
For each pool size p, prevalence s, LoD l, and proportion of randomly-generated Ct values
above LoD x, we randomly generated 10,000 pools for each possible combination of negative and
positive pools (1 + p). Pools with zero positive samples were considered to be true negatives. For each
randomly-generated pool with positive samples, we calculated the expected pooled Ct value from the
individual randomly-sampled Ct values and assigned each pool as a true-positive result or a falsenegative result based upon the probability of detection derived from the probit regression model at a
given LoD and expected pooled Ct value. Estimated PPA (true positives/[true positives + false
negatives]) and average tests expected per sample ([1 + p*(true positive pools)]/p) were calculated, and
results were weighted by the probability of observing a given pool combination with i individual
positive samples (from 1 to p) by using a binomial distribution. Negative percent agreement was
assumed to be 100%. Because the input datasets used to train this model were independent from the
pooled datasets, we subsequently validated modeled estimates of PPA and average tests expected per
sample against our empirical data for pools of 8 and 4, as well as external in silico data for pools of 5
and 3. Beyond the external factors that contributed to model estimates (individual Ct values,
prevalence, proportion of samples above LoD), we also assessed model (robustness by using
deterministic and probabilistic sensitivity analyses by varying pooling dilution Ctpoolexpected = –log2((∑2Ctsingle

)/poolsize ± 1 Ct ) and sampling from the 95% CI of the probit regression. The implementation
Page 3 of 14

code and data used to generate and validate this model is available upon request to the corresponding
author.
Reference

1. Food and Drug Administration. Molecular Diagnostic Template for Laboratories, July 28, 2020 [cited 2020
Sep 18]. https://www.fda.gov/media/135658/download

Appendix Table 1. Receiver operating characteristic curve table for Panther Aptima, based on pools of 8 containing a single positive
sample (n = 36)*
Positive percent agreement
Negative percent agreement
Relative light unit threshold
1.000
0.047
301
0.972
0.109
302
0.972
0.156
304
0.972
0.188
305
0.972
0.203
306
0.972
0.219
307
0.972
0.234
308
0.944
0.297
309
0.944
0.359
310
0.944
0.406
311
0.944
0.438
312
0.944
0.469
313
0.944
0.500
314
0.944
0.516
315
0.917
0.578
316
0.889
0.641
317
0.861
0.688
318
0.833
0.688
320
0.833
0.703
321
0.833
0.750
322
0.833
0.797
323
0.833
0.844
325
0.833
0.891
326
0.833
0.906
327
0.833
0.922
328
0.806
0.938
330
0.778
0.953
332
0.778
0.984
343
0.750
0.984
393
0.750
1.000
474
0.722
1.000
531
0.694
1.000
570
*Cases defined as pools containing >1 positive samples by individual testing; controls defined as pools containing
only samples negative by individual testing. Ten pools containing >1 positive sample were excluded from analysis.
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Appendix Table 2. Results of 4-sample pooled testing, by testing platform and number of positive specimens per pool (n = 192)*
Pooled testing
Individual testing
Positive
Panther
(no. 1 PP, no.
Characteristic
LDT
Fusion
Panther Aptima-M Panther Aptima-350
>1 PP)
Negative
Total no. pools
+
+
+
+
22 (19, 3)
0
22
+
+
–
+
1 (1, 0)
0
1
+
+
–
–
1 (1, 0)
0
1
+
NA
+
+
7 (7, 0)
0
7
+
NA
–
+
0 (0, 0)
0
0
+
NA
–
–
2 (2, 0)
0
2
+
–
+
+
0 (0, 0)
0
0
+
–
–
+
0 (0, 0)
0
0
+
–
–
–
0 (0, 0)
0
0
–
+
+
+
0 (0, 0)
0
0
–
+
–
+
0 (0, 0)
0
0
–
+
–
–
0 (0, 0)
0
0
–
NA
+
+
0 (0, 0)
0
0
–
NA
–
+
1 (1, 0)
0
1
–
NA
–
+
1 (1, 0)
45
46
–
–
+
+
0 (0, 0)
0
0
–
–
–
+
0 (0, 0)
0
0
–
–
–
–
0 (0, 0)
112
112
No. positive pools
33
24
29
31
35 (32, 3)
–
–
No. negative pools
159
112
163
161
–
157
–
Total no. pools
192
136
192
192
–
–
192
*LDT, laboratory-developed test; NA, not applicable, indicates pools with no Panther Fusion testing done; Panther Aptima-M, Panther Aptima with
manufacturer-set relative light unit cutoff value; Panther Aptima-350, Panther Aptima with relative light unit cutoff value >350 was considered positive;
Ct, cycle threshold; 1 PP, 1 positive specimen in pool; >1 PP, >2 positive specimens in pool; RLU, relative light unit; –, negative; +, positive..
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Appendix Table 3. Modeled versus empiric positive percent agreement and testing efficiency*
Model input variables
Model estimate with PSA
Positive
samples,
Testing platform
Pool size
Test type
%
95% LoD Ct >LoD, %
PPA, % (95% CI)
Tests/sample (95% CI)
LDT
8
All
6.6
35.9
22.4
84.0 (78.9–89.0)
0.479 (0.457–0.500)
Panther Fusion
8
All
6.6
35.6
24.1
82.7 (77.5–88.1)
0.473 (0.451–0.496)
Panther Aptima-M
8
All
–
–
–
–
–
Panther Aptima-350
8
All
–
–
–
–
–
LDT
8
First†
3.7
35.9
8.3
93.3 (90.2–96.3)
0.368 (0.360–0.376)
Panther Fusion
8
First†
3.7
35.6
8.3
93.3 (90.5–96.3)
0.368 (0.361–0.376)
Panther Aptima-M
8
First†
–
–
–
–
–
Panther Aptima-350
8
First†
–
–
–
–
–
LDT
8
Follow-up†
15.2
35.9
32.4
81.9 (74.9–88.6)
0.725 (0.680–0.774)
Panther Fusion
8
Follow-up†
15.2
35.6
35.3
79.9 (73.6–87.1)
0.711 (0.664–0.763)
Panther Aptima-M
8
Follow-up†
–
–
–
–
–
Panther Aptima-350
8
Follow-up†
–
–
–
–
–
LDT
4
All
4.9
35.9
15.8
90.0 (84.8–94.7)
0.414 (0.406–0.422)
Panther Fusion‡
4
All
4.9
35.6
15.8
89.9 (85.8–94.0)
0.414 (0.406–0.421)
Panther Aptima-M
4
All
–
–
–
–
–
Panther Aptima-350
4
All
–
–
–
–
–
LDT
4
First§
5.7
35.9
14.3
91.1 (87.2–95.2)
0.441 (0.432–0.449)
Panther Fusion‡
4
First§
5.7
35.6
14.3
91.0 (86.7–94.6)
0.440 (0.431–0.448)
Panther Aptima-M
4
First§
–
–
–
–
–
Panther Aptima-350
4
First§
–
–
–
–
–
LDT
4
Follow-up§
3.6
35.9
20.0
86.9 (81.8–92.3)
0.369 (0.362–0.376)
Panther Fusion‡
4
Follow-up§
3.6
35.6
20.0
86.9 (82.1–92.0)
0.369 (0.362–0.376)
Panther Aptima-M
4
Follow-up§
–
–
–
–
–
Panther Aptima-350
4
Follow-up§
–
–
–
–
–
Panther Fusion
5
In silico
19.1
35.6
13.0
93.5 (90.8–96.3)
0.811 (0.793–0.830)
Panther Fusion
3
In silico
19.1
35.6
13.0
93.5 (90.5–96.5)
0.773 (0.759–0.787)

Empiric data

PPA, % (95% CI)
71.7 (56.5–84.0)
76.1 (61.2–87.4)
73.9 (58.9–85.7)
82.6 (68.6–92.2)
100 (76.8–100.0)
100 (76.8–100.0)
100 (76.8–100.0)
100 (76.8–100.0)
53.6 (33.9–72.5)
60.7 (40.6–78.5)
60.7 (40.6–78.5)
71.4 (51.3–86.8)
94.3 (80.8–99.3)
100 (85.8–100)
82.9 (66.2–93.4)
88.6 (73.3–96.8)
96.2 (80.4–99.9)
100 (82–100.0)
88.5 (69.9–97.6)
92.3 (74.9–99.1)
88.9 (51.8–99.7)
100 (47.8–100.0)
66.7 (29.9–92.5)
77.8 (40.0–97.2)
95.0 (94.7–95.2)
99.9 (99.9–99.9)

Tests/sample
0.434
0.452
0.434
0.470
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.422
0.426
0.401
0.411
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

*Panther Aptima-M, Panther Aptima with manufacturer-set relative light unit cutoff; Panther Aptima-350, Panther Aptima with relative light unit cutoff value >350 was considered positive. Ct, cycle threshold;
LDT, laboratory-developed test; LoD, limit of detection; PPA, positive percent agreement; PSA, probabilistic sensitivity analysis; –, negative.
†For a pool size of 8, there were 14 pools containing positive first test results only, and 28 pools containing positive follow-up test results only. These numbers represent the denominator for the calculation of
PPA.
‡A total of 56 of the 192 pools tested on the other platforms were not tested by Panther Fusion.
§For a pool size of 4, there were 26 pools containing positive first test results only, and 9 pools containing positive follow-up test results only. These numbers represent the denominator for the calculation of
PPA.
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Appendix Figure 1. A) Receiver operating characteristic curve of pools of 8 containing only a single positive
sample tested by Panther Aptima, and individual samples tested by LDT, with area under the curve of 0.911 (n =
36). B) Positive percent agreement (PPA) plotted against Panther Aptima relative light unit (RLU) threshold.
Based on the inflection point of this curve, an RLU cutoff of >350 was chosen to maximize PPA.
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Appendix Figure 2. For a pool size of 4, paired individual and pooled Ct values for each individually positive
sample (n = 38), in order of increasing individual Ct value. The left panel contains pools comprised of only a
single positive sample. The right panel contains pools comprised of two or more positive samples. The gray
lines span the range of Ct values associated with a given pool. Pools without a red square were false negatives
by the laboratory-developed test (LDT). Pools without a blue triangle were not tested by Panther Fusion, and do
not represent false negatives.
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Appendix Figure 3. Passing-Bablok regression and Bland-Altman plots for pools of 4 containing only a single
positive sample, tested by A and B) pooled LDT versus individual LDT (n = 30), C and D) pooled Panther Fusion
versus individual LDT (n = 21), and E and F) pooled Panther Fusion versus pooled LDT (n = 24). For the
Passing-Bablok regression plots (A, C, E), the solid line represents the line of regression, with 95% confidence
interval shaded in gray. The dashed line represents the line of identity. The slope and intercept of the regression
line are reported with 95% confidence intervals in parentheses. For the Bland-Altman plots (B, D, F), the solid
line represents the mean difference in Ct value, with 95% limits of agreement range shaded in gray.
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Appendix Figure 4. Continuous probability distributions fit to independent dataset of cycle threshold (Ct) values
not subjected to pooled testing. Fitted theoretical weibull (red), normal (green), gamma (dark blue), and lognormal (light blue) distributions are plotted alongside empirical dataset for probability densities, quantiles (Q-Q
plot), cumulative distribution functions, and probabilities (P-P plot). The fitted Weibull distribution was selected
on the basis of minimization of the Bayesian Information Criterion, Akaike information criterion, and
Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistic.
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Appendix Figure 5. Fitted probit regression (solid black line) with 95% confidence intervals (dashed black lines)
derived from independent limit of detection (LoD) experiment. Probability of detection is plotted against nominal
viral copies per milliliter (A, top) and corresponding cycle threshold (Ct) value (B, bottom). Solid red lines
indicate 95% estimated probability of detection (horizontal) and corresponding 95% LoD (vertical, 685 cp/mL or
Ct 35.9).
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Appendix Figure 6. Model-estimated positive percent agreement (PPA) and testing efficiency, by pool size,
proportion of tests positive, assay sensitivity represented by cycle threshold (Ct) corresponding to the 95% limit
of detection (LoD), and proportion of samples with Ct above the LoD. The relationship between PPA and pool
size is independent of the actual Ct value corresponding to the 95% LoD due to a fixed proportion of Ct values
above the LoD (5%, 15%, 25%), demonstrated by identical plots in each vertical panel.
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Appendix Figure 7. One-way deterministic sensitivity analysis for modeled estimates of positive percent
agreement (PPA) between pooled and individual testing at pool sizes from 1–20 for variable prevalence. Solid
lines indicate modeled base case estimates (Figure 4, panel A), while dashed lines indicate modeled estimates
at upper and lower bounds of sensitivity analysis. A) Deterministic sensitivity analysis for deviation from pooled
testing dilution effect (±1 Ct value). B) Deterministic sensitivity analysis for deviation from fitted probit regression
(±2 SDs).
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Appendix Figure 8. One-way deterministic sensitivity analysis for modeled estimates of tests per sample
between pooled and individual testing at pool sizes from 1–20 for variable prevalence. Solid lines indicate
modeled base case estimates (Figure 4, panel B), while dashed lines indicate modeled estimates at upper and
lower bounds of sensitivity analysis. A) Deterministic sensitivity analysis for deviation from pooled testing dilution
effect (±1 Ct value). B) Deterministic sensitivity analysis for deviation from fitted probit regression (±2 SDs).
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